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WSU joins genome
research project

L.I.F.T. faceoff with
Greek affairs

Hockey comes to
campus
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Web Pol! Results
What should we dc about the parking
situation at WSb:
Hang everyone responsible 27%
Park in-between lanes 8%
Hunt down that person that gave
me that $50 ticket 29%
What? It's fine 24%

Wright State students take advantage of free copies of The Dayton Daily News.
Photo by Justin Carman

Undecided 12%

CampusCrime
Arson/Related offenses
Oct.7: A male rolling down
a hill in a Metier shopping
cart struck two cars in lot
10.
Oct.l 1: A car was keyed in
lot 7.

MCAT Prep
Classes Begin

November 13!
Seating is Limited.
Contact us today to reserve
your place!

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
'Body Weries
Your complete repair facifity!
Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

Robbery/.Hurglary/Trespass
ing
Oct.9: Criminal trespassing
was reported in Hawthorn
Hall.
Drug/Liquor offenses
Oct.8: Drug paraphernalia
was confiscated from a
dorm room in the Honors
building and drug abuse
citations were issued.
Oct. 10: Citations for drug
paraphernalia and drug
abuse were issued in
Hamilton Hall.
Oct.l2: Citations were

issued for obstructing official business, open containers and underage consumption/possession in College
Park.
Oct. 12: Citations were issued
for open container and po.,session/consumption underage in lot 7.
Oct. 12: An arrest was made
in Forest Lane for underage
possession/consumption on
a male who had a warrant
for not appearing in court.
Oct. 12: Criminal citations
were issued for open container outside Sequoia in
Forest Lane.
Oct. 13: A citation for underage possession/consumption
was made in College Park.
Oct. 13: An arrest was made
for disorderly conuuct by
intoxication, open container
and underage

possession/consumption in
Forest Lane.
Oct. 13: A criminal citation
was issued for underage
possession/consumption.
Oct. 13: A man sentenced to
begin a three-year prison
term in November was cited
for underage
possession/consumption.
Oct.13: Citations for underage possession/consumption was issued along with
criminal trespass warnings
in College Park.
Larceny/Theft
Oct.7: A front license plate
was reported stolen from a
car parked in Forest Lane.
Oct.9: Cash and ticket stubs
for a raffle were reported
stolen from the office of
Campus Recreation.

News Bits
Campus community compact grant
WSU is partnering with
Hazel Roundtree, Dayton's
volunteer of the year.
Roundtree works in computer labs teaching kids technology to help bridge the
digital divide among
younger and older students.
Roundtree will be making a
presentation in the Creative
Arts Center art gallery on

Oct. 18, from 9-11 a.m.
Strategic planning committee seeks input
Wright State is currently
developing a strategic plan
for the university according
to Dr. Robert Sweeny, strategic planning committee
chair. The group seeks views
of faculty, staff and students
on the future direction of
the university. Focus group

sessions were organized
last week by Wright State's
Center for Urban and
Public Affairs.
United Way promotes
awareness at WSU
On Oct. 4 the United Way
promoted awareness for
their cause. WSU community members can obtain
pledge forms from faculty
and staff members on campus to donate money.
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WSU joins partnership for genome research
By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor
WSU has joined forces
with The University of
Cincinnati Genome Research
Institute (GR1) and area businesses to fund biomedical
research in southwest Ohio.
The Biomedical Research
and Technology Transfer
Commission Partnership
Award Program awarded S9
million to the partnership
that also includes the
Children's Hospital Research
Foundation in Cincinnati,
Proctor and Gamble
Pharmaceuticals, Acero Inc.
and Wright Patterson Air
Force Base.
"These are all large
organizations, and .ve (WSU)
will benefit from their
strengths," said Robert
Fyffe, Ph.D., director of the
Center of Brain Research
and associate dean for

biotechnology center
that will be incorporated into existing
buildings in the
School of Medicine
and the College of
Science and
Mathematics.
"The award and
budget have not been
finalized, (but) planning is underway. It is
hoped that construction of the laboratories to house the core
facilities will be completed this academic
year," said Fyffe.
Robert Fyffe, Ph.D., guidos a student in research File photo
"It's a really important thing because it
are able to maximize the
research affairs for the
puts us in a league with the
commercialization potential
School of Medicine.
state's major institutions,"
of our research," said David
WSU will not be the only
said Judi Engle, director for
Millhom, Ph.D., director of
beneficiary in the new partpublic relations for the
the GRI.
nership. "By partnering with
School of Medicine.
The award will be used
other outstanding research
A mztfor component of
to develop a comprehensive
institutions in both the pubthe new infrastructure will
biomedical research and
lic and private sectors, we
be the micro arrav system
that allows researchers the
ability to profile thousands

of genes using small chips
that contain markers for
them.
According to Fyffe,

there is only one micro
array system at WSU
because of the considerable
expense, ranging in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
"The instrument was
obtained through collaborative funding involving the
Air Force and the SOM and
other funding is necessary
to maintain the instruments
and run the experiments,"
said Fyffe.
Fyffe believes the new
partnership should have a
positive effect on WSU's
credibility in the medical
field.
"The new facilities will
also help us to recruit top
faculty and students, and
strengthen our competitiveness for other federal funding for individual projects,"
said Fyffe.

Political forum on Iraq invasionFaculty receives honors

By Valerie Lough
Staff Writer

The Political Science
department hosted a public
forum about possible war in
Iraq. The event was held in
the Student Union last week
to raise awareness among
the WSU community.
"It's an opportunity to
pose questions and send a
signal to Washington D.C.
about our concerns." Said
Donna Schlagheck, chair of
the Political Science department.
"There should be a
debate about it, and it doesn't seem to be piaying out at
the moment." Said Liam
Anderson, assistant professor for the department.
A similar forum was
held last year following the
events of 9/11. "The popular
response to the 9/11 forum
inspired the latest one," said
Schlagheck.
"It seemed appropriate to
do it around the first year
anniversary, especially since

the Bush Administration has
linked 9/11 to a war in
Iraq."
On the forum's panel
were Anderson, Jeffrey
Dixon, Charles Funderburk.
Thomas Nisley, Mark Sirkin
and Schlagheck. The panel
led discussion and answered
questions about the ramifications of a U.S. military
invasion of Iraq.
When asked how A1
Qaeda members would react
to an invasion the panel said
the concern is that it will
spark greater motivation to
join groups like A1 Qaeda.
"Four items are at issue
concerning a possible war
with Iraq, the American
economy, oil reserves,
President Bush's desire for
vengeance against Saddam
Hussein and civil liberties,"
said Funderburk. "Some
speculate that the dis ussion of war is a way to push
news of the bad economy
off the front pages."
The panel also pointed
out the potential implica-

tions that come along with
the conflict. "Iraqi oil
reserves are second only to
Saudi Arabia. (An invasion)
will appear to our Arab
friends to be nothing more
than a grab at the oil. Civil
liberties are always the first
casualty of war. People are
already being held incommunicado and the war in Iraq
hasn't even started." Said
Funderburk.
Student reaction was for
the most part in support of
an invasion of Iraq. "They
attacked us because they
hate us. so the fear that
they'll hate us more shouldn't be a concern." Said
Nicole, a sophomore and
political science major.
"Those who do not support
us are Anti-American." Said
Rod, a mass communication
major.
The Political Science
department is prepared to
host additional forums to
meet the demand of the student community, and will
most likely do so if the U.S.
invades Iraq.

By Valerie Lough
Staff Writer

The College of Education
and Human Services recently recognized three faculty
and one staff member for
service.
"The faculty members,
Jill Lindsey-North, Eileen
Self and Shelley Shafer
received awards for excellence in teaching, service
and external service," said
Valerie Doll, assistant dean
for administration at CEHS.
Staff member Mary Jane
Walling was recognized for
support staff services.
"It feels very good and
it's nice to be recognized."
Said Walling.
The honors were given
during an annual retreat in
which staff members share
information and stay
abreast of developments in
education. Faculty and staff
members are recognized
each year.
"It's important to reward

them for their hard work
and dedication." Said Doll.
The selection process for
honorees begins with nominations from CEHS faculty
and staff. The final decision
is made by members of the
CEHS Faculty Affairs
Committee. Among the criteria that the committee
reviews are dedication to
instructional excellence,
leadership in the department and contribution outside the department.
According to Doll, the
sufficient qualifications of
numerous faculty and staff
members makes the decision process difficult.
Lindsey-North, assistant
professor in curriculum and
instruction, was given the
Excellence in Teaching
Award. Lindsey-North has
been at Wright State for
three years and teaches
upper-level education cours"Facjlty" continued
on p.5
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Candidate Speaks at Health Center
Ty Swonger
Staff W r i t e r

Congressional candidate.
Rick Carne, recently held a
discussion concerning the
federal government's role in
the future of the medical
profession. Carne spoke to a
group of medical students
in the Frederick A. White
Health Center.
Carne has aligned himself w .th issues such as
Medicare, Patients' Bill of
Rights, Social Security and
making prescription drugs
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B O D Y PIERCING
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767-7144

U S C L B J ST. Y E L L O W
SPRINC.S

affordable to those on fixed
incomes. These and other
issues are part of his platform in running for the
Third District House of
Representative position in
November.
POI'MED, which stands
for population based medicines, is a student-initiated
organization that attended
the discussion. Now in its
third year, POPMED was
established to help educate
people on health issues such
as economics, insurance,
communications and policies. POPMED is headed by
President Andy Jacaues and
is advised by Richard
Schuster, M.D..
"I believe that medicine
is under attack in this country," said Carne addressing
the POPMED. "1 am glad to
see a nice, bright, healthy
crop of medical students
here."
Schuster had made clear

that although Carne, a
democrat, had been asked to
participate in the discussion,
POPMED has no particular
political party affiliations.
"In the past we'v. had
leadership as it re. les La
public policy that has been
very far to the left, ve? y far
to the right, very clean v in
the middle and very clearly
not knowing at all what their
politics were," said Schuster.
Topics of discussion covered during the meeting
included the 42 million
American citizens without
health insurance, the rise in
cost of prescription drugs
due to the amount of advertising and a comprehensive
Patient Bill of Rights.
"The doctors and the
patients should be making
decisions on the type and
amount of care not clerks
and accountants," said
Carne.

Issue 4; Tax increase?
Staff W r i t e r
Ty Swonger

facility master plan has been
put into place. The master
plan out
«he current and
future:
cal facilities. .
Taft hi'
allocated
in excess oi
illion to
the OSFC. This, oney has
been used to fund repairs
and renova* ions, which have
cost the stai • S2 million per
day since 1999 according to
Orest Holubec, Taft's press
secretary. This money has
been acquired through Taft's
"Rebuilding Ohio Schools
Initiative."
Issue 4 has its opponents, such as Dayton City
Commissioner Richard
Zimmer.
One of Zimmer's worries
is that the additional tax
increase may affect area
property owners, such as
senior citizens, in a negative
way.
"Governor Taft is also
concerned with rising property tax rates, especially for
seniors on a fixed income,"
said Holubec. "That's why
Taft increased the Homestead Exemption, which provides for reduced real estate
taxes for seniors and persons with disabilities."
Some of the area schools
that are under consideration
for the renovation were built
as far back as the 1890's.

Issue 4 asks local voters
to approve a 39 percent,
S8.97 million bond for construction and renovation of
34 Dayton area schools.
Providing the additional 61
percent will be the Ohio
School Facilities
Commission.
If approved, the 10-year,
S627 million program is
expected to boost the
Dayton area economy by
means of the hundreds of
millions of dollars to be
spent during construction.
Advocates anticipate that
these expenditures will be
beneficial to many local
companies. The issue would
also aid in the redevelopment of neighborhoods; possibly spurring a 4 to 7 percent increase in property
values.
At a recent appearance in
the Dayton area, Taft
appealed to local officials
and citizens to rally for the
passage of the school bond
issue. Supporters of the
issue include Montgomery
Countv commissioners and
the Sinclair Community
College Board of Trustees.
Rick Savors, chief of
communications for the
OSFC, said that an overall

WED- j
FREE DRINKS FOR LADIES 9-11 pm

Vf.jki

$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEER

THURS- KARAOKE

confidence, pride,

[grit]

$1.75 PINTS

613 E. 5th S t . in the
Oregon District
228-8060

a n d p l e n t y of time
t o shower b e f o r e c a l c u l u s .
In Army ROTC. you'll get to do socre pretty challenging stuff.
Stuff that IMJIICK character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
mere. Anc get ready to sweat a little.

SUN- TOTAL RFOUF&T NTT
$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEER
s l o o p y s b a r . c o m

Get fit. Get paid.

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college coarse you can take.

Visit Room 328, Fawcett Hall
or Call 775-2763

Ground

Qualifications
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs
• Ability to lood, unload, and sort pockogcs
• Part-time, 5<Jay week
• $8 50-9.00/hr to start, scheduled raises

Qualified Candidau>s apply in person at
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424
Womon and Minorities are otcooragod to apply
EOE/AA
Fedex com/ustaueors
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Common Ground (WSU
punk), So Be It & 44
(hardcore) @ McGuffy's at

Bite Your
Tongue...
www.theguardianonline.com
Martians may one day land on our
planet, hut at least we stil' had...

The Guardian

Burkhardt Rd. in Fifvjerside
Saturday, Oct. 26 9:30 p.m.
KAPPA

READ, ENJOV, UJIG OUT
(Rhh... those college memories)
"Faculty" continued
from p. 3
cs. She holds a doctorate in
education from the
University of Dayton.
Self, assistant professor
of education, received the
Excellence in Service Award.
Self oversees the Business
and Industrial Management
Counseling Program for
graduates. She received her
doctorate from the
University of Mississippi.
Shafer, a Five Pcints
Elementary teacher, received
the Excellence in External
Service Award. She has 13
years of teaching experience
in public school and received

her bachelor's degree from
Ohio State University.
Walling is senior secretary in the Office of
Professional Field
Experiences and received
the Excellence in Support
Staff Services Award.
Walling assists undergraduate and graduate students
with practicums and internships.
"The best rewards in my
work here at WSU is making
positive contacts.with the
area school personnel that
our office works with, along
with helping students who
have problems or dilemmas." Said Walling.

msm
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Skills
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T H E

E N D L E S S

Recruitment Registration:
October 9-11 and October 14-18
For more information,

email

KDCDCJeni

ii.'er@aol. com

SHORT ON CASH?

&vOr- fin-

New Donor Fees!
Monthly Promotions/
Giveaways
Group Fund Raising Available

Regular D o n o r s Earn
Up To $228 a m o n t h
by donating
potentially life s a v i n g
plasma!

Visit our friendly modem center and find out more about the
opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 days a week
Jill Llndsey-North, Ph.D., recipient of the Excellence
in Teaching Award
photQ
byJusUn
G a r m a n

165 E. Helena Street • Dayton. OH
RTA Bus 22
Must be 18-49 years of age. posess a valid ID and proof ol local address.

Read Me

Bring this c o u p o n
and receive a
55 Bonus o n first
donation.

Part-time entry level and labotomy positions available
Fax resume to 224-1976

Avert tis
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Ninth slaying victim linked to serial
sniper, reward named, search ensues
By Richard Cowan
(Reuters)

According to police, the
shooting death of a woman
outside a Virginia hardware
store on Monday night was
the work of a sniper who has
killed eight others at random. Each of the shootings
have taken place in
Washington suburbs in the
last two weeks
Fairfax County, Virginia
Police Chief Thomas Manger
said police had gleaned useful evidence from the scene
of the murder of Linda
Franklin. Franklin, 47, was
shot outside a Home Depot
store in Falls Church,

"There was some additional information we were
able to get from last night's case and I am confident
that ultimately that information is going to lead to an
arrest in this case."
—Thomas Manger,
Fairfax County, Virginia police chief
Virginia at 9:15 p.m. on
Monday as she and her husband loaded their car.
"Ballistic evidence has
conclusively linked this castto others in the area."
Manger told a news briefing.
"There was some additional
information we were able to
get from last night's case
and 1 am confident that ulti-

mately that information is
going to lead to an arrest in
this case."
The gunman again eluded
authorities, despite the quick
deployment of dozens of
federal, state and local lawenforcement agents after the
woman was shot in the head
outside the busy suburban
shopping mall about seven

miles west of the U.S. capital.
Manger said police were
not yet ready to give out
information on the license
plate of the light-colored
Chevrolet Astro van they
believe the gunman may
have used, nor did he say
whether they had identified
a suspect.

Police said the vehicle
has a silver ladder rack on
the top and a malfunctioning
left tail light. Local media
have variously reported that
it has Maryland or Virginia
plates.
A r eward for information
leading to the sniper's capture has reached S 500,000.
www.iheguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonlinj.com

Takes a licking and
keeps on ticking

Are you a

Brokescholar?
•

search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

. I , receive relevant scholarship
• updates in your inbox
'

increase your success rate
through articles and advice
Check out our online edition's

Scholarships

channel
www.dailyfreepress.com/scholarships
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Issue 1 focuses on rehabilitation over incarceration
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer

Governor Bob Taft is pushing lor the renovation of area
schools
File photo

The Ohio Campaign for
New Drug Policies recently
released a study ihai indicates S355 million in net
savings would be generated
over the course of (i years if
issue 1 were implemented.
Issue 1 is the purposed
amendment to the Ohio constitution, which would gear
the legislation towards rehabilitation instead of incarceration. The S355 million in
savings reflects the amount
of money that would be otherwise used to jail (>,300
drug possession offenders
in those 0 years.
Ed Orlett, director for
Issue 1, is confident that in
light of these findings by the
new study the general public
will have a more tangible
reason to vote for the issuein November.

" For every one
drug offender we
send to prison,
we can tre. i C for
the same
money," said
Orlett.
" For every one drug
offender we send to prison,
we can treat (> for the same
money," said Orlett.
According to Orlett.
addressing the problem is
the central goal of treatment. "Getting to the cause
of the offense is what helps
the individual. A jail or
prison term will only dissolution the convicted and in
turn produce a more hardened criminal," said Orlett.
The issue would call for
a substance abuse treatment

fund to appropriate S.iS million per year, plus SI!) million in startup costs, totaling
$247 million over seven fiscal years.
From its inception issue 1
has received mixed reviews.
Earlier this summer the overwhelming majority of voters
were in support of the
amendment. However, upon
release of the actual ballot
language in early fall, polls
began to show that Ohioans
were less in favor of Issue 1.
A study released by the
Columbia University ranked
Ohio as 33th in the nation in
regards to treatment funding; prov iding only S3.74 per
resident for substance abuse
prevention.
Arizona, where an initiative similar to Issue I has
been in place for fi years, has
seen the number of those
who go through treatment
only to offend again drop to
36 percent.

ACROPOSTALE
BRINGING THE STORE TO WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

TOPS
TEES
PANTS
SWEATERS
JEANS
HOODIES
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$10
$10
$20
$20
$25
$25
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Civilrightsgroup makes push for relevance
Greg Simms Jr.
For The Guardian

business. The organization will host a number of
"fun" events for all on
campus to participate in.
The NAACP, the longOn Nov. 7, a Casino Night
standing civil rights organiwill be held in the
zation, now has a chapter on
Student Union
Wright State's campus. The
Multipurpose Room. The
National Association For the
event will start at 6p.m.,
Advancement Of Colored
and end at 11:00p.m.
People has a youth and colThe admission will be SS.
lege division that's open to
Casino night will be costudents of all backgrounds.
sponsored by the Union
The college chapter of
Activities Board.
the NAACP will work within
Students can also look
the parameters set by Wright
forward to the mystery
State. The directives of the
dinner, the gospel extravorganization are training in
aganza, and hip
leadership and activism,
hop/ghetto aerobics,
recruitment for the organizatown hall meetings, comtion and public awareness
munity service, black hisfor the NAACP.
WSU NAACP officials promote their message to students
Photo by Justin Carman
tory and the voter regisThe NAACP has been on
tration drive.
WSU's campus before. The
To be eligible to join, you
president of this chapter of
must be a WSU student in
the group, George Whitfield,
good
standing. There is a
said. "The NAACP WSU chapS10.00 annual membership
ter was a charter organizafee. And you must be under
tion of WSU's campus since
25 years of age.
1983." Whitfield continued,
To sum it all up,
"Sometime in the '90's the
Whitfield say, "We are lookorganization wasn't on the
ing for people of all racial
campus anymore. Last
backgrounds that are ready
school year Andrea Bolds
to step up and be leaders on
and myself brought the
WSU's campus. We have to
organization back on WSU's
show the administration that
campus."
we, the students, care about
The NAACP has always
what decision they make for
been at the forefront of
our university."
social issues, and the WSU
General assembly meetchapter intends to follow
ings for the NAACP will be
suit. Issues such as voter
held every other Tuesday
empowerment, economic
beginning Tuesday, Oct. 15.
development and education
For more information, call
will be concentrated on.
The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising thp BatGeorge Whitfield, President,
Other issues to be
on Business Education
at 775-6871.
"addressed" are criminal justhe Miami Valley to he accredited by
ln lersl .null n g liUMiirM
tice, racial profiling, police
AACSB I n t e r n a t i o n a l , t h e highest
principle* u nut e n o u g h to
brutality, HIV/AIDS and
accrediting body for l i u i i i i e » college*
succeed in today's complex
financial planning.
in t h e U.S. And o u r Matfer of
••tubal marketplace. CF.O* say they're
Whitfield also stresses
Accountancy p r o g r a m is the only o n e
looking for mi:I'II morv—emplnyccin the region a c c r e d i t e d by A Vt"SB.
that the organization isn't
viilh d global perspective. w h o
l i r i t i a i n l r a K analytical t h i n k i n g ,
limited to African American
But o u r f o o l * goes well b e y o n d
c o m p u t e r proficiency, d h i c a l
participation. "One of our
- I n d e n t e d u c a t i o n . We also provide
i l c i-ioil-inakin^ ami t e a m w o r k .
chapter's goals is to make
professional, e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l and
our organization a multicule c o n o m i c d e v e l o p m e n t assistance lo
T h r o u g h t o p quality corporate.
tural organization. The
businesses a n d local g o v e r n m e n t s . . .
a l u m n i a m i student advisory
to h e l p our region prosjKT.
hoard*, a n d o t h e r stakeholders,
NAACP isn't just for people
we continually l i n e - t u n e <mr
of color. We encourage
undergraduate and graduate
members of the white comR A J S P I N
programs to meet t h e ( h a n g i n g
munity to come and join or
need* of business. Wright State
College of Business
group."
c o n t i n u e s lo lead the way. In fact,
out u n d e r g r a d u a t e business program*
On Oct. 20 through 27.
W R I G H T STATE
and MBA p r o g r a m were til-' firrt in
the NAACP will hold NAACP
UNIVERSITY
Week. The organization has
already held an assembly
www. wright.edu/l>usinc*s
earlier this month.
The NAACP won't be all

WORLD CLASS

U

Three guys
walk into a
bar....THE

FOURTH GUY IS

nfAACSB

r
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We support COLLEGE ROCK!
The Guardian

(hipper than your low-cut jeans)

M

Drawing by Paul Kulis
copyright 2001
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If you are in a band
and think you
DESERVE press
coverage, send us a
press kit (band bio,
photos, CD, show
dates, contact
information and other
free stuff) to W016
Student Union in care
of Krystle Barger,
Features Editor, or '
call 775-5536.

BE A V E R C R E E K

C O CONNECTION
HAS MOVED!!
TO THE UNIVERSITY S H O P S A C R O S S F R O M W.S.U.

Lots of in store specials!
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Group throws stones at the silence
By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Editor
Oh how I love the
smell of controversy in
the evening, and the
tension was as thick as
smog at the Greek
Affairs Council meeting
on Monday, where the
Greeks and the group
called LIFT met each
other for the first time.
The first half of the
meeting went slowly,
some treasurer was
elected, roll call was
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taken and then LII-T was
given the floor. There were
at least 15 of them, looming
over the meeting, ready to
strike. 1 was on the edge of
my seat; the groups were
finally going to duke it out. I
was ready for a teeth-gnashing debate, replete with
head butting and name-calling. 1 was ready to witness a
war.
LIFT was given three
minutes to talk, that was it.
The group then politely
rose, shuffled out of the
room and the meeting continued. Some sorority member then took the floor and
giggled on for aboui five
minutes on filing paperwork
or selling cookies or something.
In their three minutes
the group produced a sur-

vey slating tha he ..lajority
of non-Greek students don't
have much faith in Greek life
or their methods. 1 I admit
the survey is questionable,
but you don't need a grant
from the National ScienceFoundation to see that the
Greeks aren't exceedingly
popular. They also challenged Ihe Greeks to examine their organization, and
ask themselves if it's all they
say it is. They were then
shut up.
It was by no means the
discussion that the Greeks
themselves advocated, and
by not facing LIFT they successfully communicated
their inability or unwillingness to confront opposition.
I'll be honest with you. In
the past week I've had contact with LIFT and come to
respect and applaud their
goals. This campus, this societyhas become far
too fat and
comfortable.
Our democratically elected
leaders are
preparing to
invade another
sovereign
nation, our
economy is
flapping around
as nimble and
vulnerable as a
penis in the
wind, and all
the people on
this campus
want to talk
about is parking. Forget
about the people we're
killing, we have
to confront that
extra 20 feet we
can't struggle to
class because
those bastards
at McDonalds
made us eat too
many cheeseburgers.
Silence is

I R A Q I VOTING BOOTHS

violence, and we need someone willing to comfort the
afflicted and afflict the comfortable. LIFT's next campaign accomplishes both of
those: allow me to explain.
There's a girl named
Heather Ward who's lived in
the Woods for two years.
She's a nice girl who's commonly described as a "punk"
and manifests her first
amendment rights by advertising her views on her door.
These views include an
upside down American flag
and song lyrics that are
(gasp) critical of the
American Way.
Heather's neighbors,
probably with the go-ahead
from the Department of
Homeland Security have
recently contacted Residence
Services, where a lady named
Robin is going to ask her to
stop speaking her mind.
LIFT has agreed to fully
support Heather, and rightHilly so. I've been in the
dorms. F.very other door has
some nipple protruding
female, or a reference to pot
smoking. If we make everyone take down anything that
might be offensive we'll have
to see nothing but the offcolor paint jobs in those hallways, and that offends me.
If this campus embraces
diversity as it purports to do,
then it has to allow for controversy. The Greeks have to
allow for criticism and
should have to defend their
values every now and then,
Heather should have every
right to post her views or
even burn a flag if she wants
to.
Moral relativism is bunk,
so if we're goim> to support
diversity we have to support
discussion or we're all going
to be nodding mindlessly at
the crap that the blowfish on
Channel 7 tells us is truth.
Someone needs to throw
stones at the silence or it will
swallow us all. Thank you
LIFT.
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LIFT advocates
Dining, students incompatible hatred, ignorance
Staff Editorial
The now Union Market
contains a lot of interesting
ideas and some good food,
but the hours of operation
for the facility make it
unnecessarily difficult for
students to eat when they
have time.
The hours from 2pm to
4:30pm are when a huge
portion of the campus community, including over half
of The Guardian's staff has
lunch. Closing during this
time means that students
can either wait in line for
half an hour to get a sand-

wich or go all the way to The
Hangar to eat.
According to Dining
Services, the facility was
built to cl .se during that
period so it could prepare
for its dinner menu. The
place was obviously designed
by more traditional persons
who strictly plan their three
meals per day, as opposed to
most students who eat only
at points when hunger md
accessibility coincide. In their
attempt to promote a higher
class dining facility, Dining
Services has completely sacrificed convenience.

The school will most likely arrange a dozen forums
for students and Sodexho to
complain and rationalize to
each other, effectively
stalling as long as possible.
Whether it's a design flaw or
Dining Services' miscalculation, the hours are not compatible with students' eating
habits. Instead of creating
excuses and channeling complaints, the Union Market
simply needs to figure out
the quickest way to provide
students with the thing that
it's their job to provide:
food.

1 am writing to di;
cuss how appalled I am
about the recent attacks
against the Greek organizations there at Wright State. I
am on leave from WSU doing
an internship in Washington
D.C., and from my chair at
my office I have been contacted several times by current Greeks and alumni.
It continues to
amaze me that while the
Greek system has continually
made aggressive strides
towards improvement within
our own organizations, society and the university, narrow minded students
ridicule these organizations
in the disgraceful rhetoric of
individualism.
What blows my mind
is that an organization such
as LIFT claims their sole purpose is to allow students to
be who they want to be and
act how they want to act, yet
belittle and disgrace the
choices students make. In
their studying of hippie individualism, did it ever occur
to them that some students
thrive in group related set-

Faculty, staff deserve what they pay for
This is concerning
the article; "Parking Practices
Are Essentially Segregation."
I am writing to provide some
facts about our parking permits. "B" parking permits are
S90 for a year (4 quarters) as
opposed to the "C" permit
student parking which are
only S70 a year. That means
that Faculty/Staff are paying
S20 more per year to get this

"better parking." Even
President Goldenberg has to
pay for parking. He has a
"Reserved A" permit. How
much does he pay for his
cushy parking spot? S360.
The better the parking space,
the more the permit costs.
None of us likes paying for parking or trying to
find a place to park. It is just
something that we all have to

do. Equally, none of us (faculty, staff or students) have a
right to complain about the
cost of this parking because
even the president of our
college pays for his permit.
Rhonda Caruana
Classified Staff
Junior
Comm. Studies and
Psychology

tings? Why is it that they
claim to stand up for what
they believe, but continue
to hide in the namesake of
their organization? I
believe it is because they
advocate hatred, they are
founded on ignorance and
are afraid to expand their
horizons to find out the
rationale behind those
they criticize.
I would like to say
thank you to Chad
Creviston and the rest of
the Greek Affairs Council
for extending an invitation
to the students involved in
LIFT to meet and discuss
this outrageous act and
the motives behind it. I
think it is time for the
Greek community to band
together and fight for the
respect we deserve. I
encourage all other organizations to unite behind
the Greeks, in order to
form a truly tolerant student body.
Neal Duiker
Phi Sigma Phi
Senior
Political Science

Raider Voices

How do you feel about impending war with Iraq?
WW*

"I think it's a waste of our
resources. We could be
spending our money on
things like health care."
Nichole Eastham
Freshman
Business

"I think it's madness."
Jimmy Chesire
Lecturer
English

1

"I don't think they should be
going to war now. It seems
like it's just gonna make
stuff worse."
Lineal Gaulding
Sophomore
Marketing

"I think we should turn it into
a mound of glowing dirt. I'm
just sick of all of it."
Chad Blackburn
Freshman
Business

"1 think we should do whatever's necessary to protect
ourselves first, because of
what's happened in the past
and ..could happen in the
future."
Ryan Bowles
Freshman
English education
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ROUTE 2 —
MONDAV - FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 PM
ALL TIMES LISTED ARE DBP \RTURE TI!*ES
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ROUTE 3 ALL TIMES USTED
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......
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......
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7:35
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...••«
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8.40*
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1.55
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2 15
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2:65
3 05
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4 05
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5 05
5:25
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6:05
6:25
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7 05
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8 05
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9:05
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9:45
10 0 5

MCLIN
QYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
1.2:20
1.05
1:50
2:35
3:20
4:05
4:50
5:35
8:20

SATURDAYS ONLY
ARE DEPARTURE TIMES

VILLAGE
2:20
3 20
4 20
6:45
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8 45*
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2:25
3:25
4 25

......

6 50
7:50
8:50*
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2:35
3:35
4:35
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4 -50
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7:00
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7:15
8:15
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• D R O P OFF O N L Y -- N O P I C K U P S FOR THESE RUNS
S W b t + L E ^ RUN d N L Y WHILE C L A S S E S ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINAL S WEEK
N O SHUTTLE D U R I N G B R E A K S OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL S H U T T L E S A R E W H E E L C H A I R ACCESSIBLE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y FOR R O U T E 3 (EXACT C H A N G E PLEASE)
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NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?

%

457 IHylon Avr.
Xfiiia, Oil

CO/'

372*6699

* Battery jump

I

t

Raines Marl at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
I
Over $30,000 paid out Highly on llingo and instants

j

$5.00 OFF Your !':• . <'e W i t h This A d !
Expires 12-31-021

* Air for a flat

• A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus road-way

NITS <|~0WL
W 8 U s «1 BAR!
in the heart of the Oregon District

Every Monday
Blues Jam w/ Brown Street Breakdown
Spinning 6 f u l l hours of techno music

Call Parking and Transportation at 775-2528 .
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. Monday thru Thursday

2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10! Open Tables

Utti
Hip h o p DJs - Open Mic - MC Battles

25 cent draft 8-10!

College Nite Every Thursday!
$1.00 Off ALL DRINKS w/ WSU ID!

Share The Guardian with a f r i e n d .

€njoy Local Live Bands
Live Music 6 Days a week! - Kitchen Open Late
430 E. 5th Street. Dayton
Oregon Pistrictll
223-0540

WSU PHARMACY
"Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center**
Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock/nany of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card.
Aiso

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

located in Fred White:

Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner

I
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SHOP WFTH US AND KEEP WORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET!
At Piaio'B C l o s e t ' w e carry trie best
tn gontly . j s e a b r a n d n a m e npparol
;ir.it accessories. W e ' v e got great

ayton's largest tanning salon

stull

(tor.

GAP.

ABERCROMBIE

Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Or
(Airway Shopping Center)

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

CK.

DR

BRAND.
EAGLE.

&

J.

EXPRESS.
T O M M Y

NAVY.

F U '<J.

CREW.

FITCH. GUESS,

MARTENS,

LUCKY

A M E R I C A N

HILFtGER.

OLD

PHATFARM.

ICC BURG, F
and moro
nil
at u n b e l i e v a b l e c i c e s ' At Pinto's
Closnt it's e a s y ' > savo m o n o y a n d
look c o o l at the t a m e time. C h e c k
u s outl

www.aplacetotan.com

3- 20 MIN S6SSIONS
FOR $9
(R€G B6DS)

Sl9T« Me-;r«
S-r-0*f

Boavercreek

UPGRRD6S RVRIlflBUE
Dayton's
L a r g e s t Tanning Salon

€XPIfl€5 10/29/02

thru Snlurtfjrji
lO a m . l o • p m.
. NWMI to S p.m

2476 Commons BtaJ
oK N Fairfield next lo Golden Corral
^
937-427-5224

Ccnterville

Dayton's
L a - g e s t Tanning Solon

101 E Alex BeJt.Rd.
In Cross Polnle Center
:

937-312*9321

Top hospital seeks top nurses.

It takes many things to be the best hospital
in the nation. But most of all. it takes a first rate team
of nurses to care for our patients. That's
why

we're looking for nurses seeking the

challenge, advanced learning and 'opportunity
for growth that comes from working in one
of the nation's top hospitals. Because it takes
the best nursing staff to be the best hospital.
Call n o w f o r a f r e e t i c k e t t o o n e N u r s e
Recruitment luncheon Saturday, October
12 f r o m tiAM - lPM at t h e G r e a t Lakes
Science C e n t e r . l i m i t e d Availability.

For more information about employment
o p p o r t u n i t i e s in n u r s i n g at t h e
Cleveland Clinic, call 2 1 6 / 4 4 4 - t o o o

THE CLEVELAND CLINIC
Every Life Deserves World Class Care
wMw.ccf.or^ nursing

.com
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Guide dogs give owners new sight
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Angela Fisher is an undergraduate student at Wright
State University majoring in
the field of education &
Imman services. What makes
her exceptional, however, is
that wherever she goes, her
yellow Labrador Retriever
"Remmie" accompan es her.
Fisher is a blind student
who recently graduated with
her canine companion after
completing a month of intensive training at the 11-acre
campus of Guide Dogs for
the Blind, Inc., in San Rafael,
CA.
The graduation was on
Aug. 31, marking the completion of the training that
involved the matching up of
students with dogs and
teaching the pair to work as
a team. Also, the training
focused on practicing safe
travel techniques like
approaching stairways, elevators, traversing crowded
sidewalks and crossing busy
streets.
Guide Dogs for the Blind
is a nonprofit, charitable
organization that dedicates
itself to providing skilled
dogs and first-rate training
to blind and visually
impaired men and women
throughout the United States
and Canada.
The organization was
established after World War
II as a service to blinded vet
erans in San Rafa.l and
Boring, Oregon. These bases
now serve as the two campus
locations for the organization's students.
The process of providing
the dogs begins with puppies
that are especially bred by
Blind Dogs for the Blind. The
optimum guide dogs are typically LabradorjRetrievt rs,
German Shepherds, Golden
Retrievers and Lab/Golden
crosses. They are specially

bred on the campus, and the
puppies are selected at the
age of six to eight weeks by a
board of specialized
observ ers specifically for
their excellent temperament,
intelligence and health.
From eight weeks until
they are about 14-18 months
of age, a volunteer family
raises the puppies to leach
them obedience and social
skills. They are then returned
to the institution to start
daily training with a team of
instructors for four to five
months.
The dogs learn to lead
people irom one point to
another by following specific
directions. They learn to
avoid obstacles, such as
curbs, stairs and even overhead obstructions. They also
learn how to guide people
safely around pedestrians
and traffic. The dogs are also
trained to ignore distractions
to insure the safety of their
handlers.
Since it began in 1942,
Guide Dogs for the blind has
produced more than 8,500
guide dogs for people with
vision loss. All of the organization's services are provided free of charge. This is
possible entirely by the support of private donators. The
organization does not receiveany government funding.
When a visually impaired
person switches from a cane
to a guide dog, there are
many benefits that arcafforded to that individual.
First of all, since Ohio legislation permits guide dogs to
accompany their handlers in
any public building and on
any public transportation
unit, the individuals experience a huge increase in
mobility.
The dogs are trained to
follow directions, such as
number of street blocks,
directions to turn, etc., the
handler commands. Next, the

Student Union and
the next is to start
working on the tunnel system."
The technology
center of the disabilities services
department in the
Student Union also
provides syllabi
and other forms in
Braille and is working on converting a
statistics book.
This department also utilizes
raised-line image
enhancement technology that takes
basic images and
raises the lines so
students with loss
of sight can discern
them. All these
accommodations
and efforts make it
possible for these
students to be successful here at the
university.
Concerning orientation to the college campus, blind
and visually
impaired students
including the
Angela Fisher is given a new sight from her dog Remmie.
Fisher/Remmie
team are familiar
handlers gain a lot more
any in class notes, either in
ized with the layout of camindependence, because they
Braille form or recorded."
pus and exact locations of
The new technologies for
obtain increased confidence
their classes by professional
to travel alone. Another
the blind here at Wright
mobility orientation instrucimportant aspect of the han- State set us apart from all
tors.
dler/guide team is the relaother campuses in the counThese instructors are
try. The talking sign system
tionship that germinates
later
substituted with escorts
here
is
"a
new
program
on
between the two. Good comeach quarter to make sure
panionship is crucial for an
campus...installed last year,"
that the student can find
explained Meyers. "We're the
effective team.
their classes for the first
Wright State is an exceponly campus in the country
week.
tional campus in that its
that has any of them."
There are 30 blind and
technologies and specialized
The talking sign system
visually impaired students
services are accommodating
uses transmitters above
currently enrolled here at
for blind and visually
entryways throughout the
Wright State, 11 of which
impaired students. WSU's
Student Union that upon the
press of a button on a receiv- rely on either a cane or a
Assistant Director of
guide dog for mobility.
Disabilities Services
er will tell a blind student
For additional informaKatherine Meyers said,
where he or she is through
tion on Guide Dogs for the
"We are able to provide them an ear piece.
Blin '. visit wwvv.guidedogs.
"Our first goal," said
with thei. text books in altercom.
native formats, along with
Meyers, "is to finish out the

I
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Matt Sharp ot Weezer delivers an unexpected performance
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Extravagance wasn't
expected. The empty stools,
the steel and acoustic guitars, the contemporary photography slides, the white
hoUday lights or the patient
audience sitting pleasantly
quiet, waiting for Matt Sharp
and his two indifferently
solemn guitarists to take to
their seats at the Beachland
Ballroom in Cleveland on
that Saturday night, were
also not expected.
Matt Sharp is best known

as the former bassist of the
popular rock band Weezer.
He co-founded the band in
1992 and performed on
their first self-titled album
that was released in 1994.
That same year, he also
began a New Wave-influenced side project called the
Rentals, whose debut Return
of the Rentals was released
in 1995. He was the lead
singer and songwriter for
the group that included
Weezer drummer Pat Wilson,
Petra Hayden, Cherielynn
Westrich and guitarist Rod
Cervera. In the following

year. Sharp went back into
the studio with Weezer to
record their follow-up album
Pinkerton. Then in 1998, he
announced his departure
from the Weezer line-up,
and the next year gave way
to the second Rentals album.
Seven More Minutes. This
year, he's going solo.
The atmosphere in the
ballroom was intoxicating,
and as the three took to the
floor in front of the stage,
there was neither a word nor
sound from the anticipating
audience or the somber
musicians. The steel guitar

sang gently for a mellow
opening, the acoustic six
strings came in one by one
quietly, unobtrusively blending into the whispery vocals
of Matt Sharp for a touching
opening song.
The entire audit .» ..it
fully silent on the venue's
floor, all eyes on the pe rformers for the entire h >urand-a-half show. No one
dared to speak above a whisper throughout the set.
Slides of Sharp's brilliant
photography that were projected onto a large screen
served as a backdrop for the

MCAT

starting soon!
"EARLY BIRD"
MCAT Prep begins November 13th!
Seating is limited.
Call or visit us online to reserve your seat!
1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
Call or visit us online today to enroll!

KAPLAN

* 0 * * Leader
Prep

1 800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
•MCA! <s a reentered trademark of tfw A&MXiatCfi ot American Medical Colleges

show, and were switched
between every few songs.
The primarily abstract
images were poignant in
their association with the
soothing music.
The performance was
most notably personal. The
whole show gave a sense of
openness. Here an introspective poet was able to reach
an audience with a more
than moving expressiveness
that was diffusely intoxicating. Sharp had the miniature
audience of somewhere
around sixty fans laughing
as he numored us between
songs and had us captivated
every time he started back
into strumming his guitar
and whispering his prose.
Joined by former Cake
guitarist Greg Brown, he performed several songs from
the Rentals and man-, tunes
from the new album. The
sound was more subtle and
less poppy than his works
with Weezer and Rentals.
The ultra-ambient song
"January's Girl" stood out
along with the powerful closing Rentals number,
"Overlee."
The upcoming album, as
he explained during the
show, is extremely mellow in
both its sound and execution. During the show, he
told the stories of its recording. He told us about the
tiny farmhouse in Leipers
Fork, TN, where they lived
for six months to record,
and the depressing village
that contained only two
restaurants. He discussed
cleaning the house to Belle
and Sebastian and how he
put people to sleep with a
song at a show he played in
a mattress store.
Overall, Matt Sharp put
on a lovely show that promises great things for his newrecord. Although he is currently pursuing a solo project and his band has no
plans for another release, he
told us that the Rentals are
not necessarily finished.
Sharp plans to tour for the
next few months, making
three trips around the country. The solo debut album is
due out in early 2003.

Halloween spots that top thrill-seekers' lists
s j i .'ft with a discount
Blockbuster. Parkins

R.I.P. pass, wlii

or treating on Saturday, (Hi.
2ti and Sunday, Oct. .'7.
Children can trick-or treat
on International Street within the park. It is a safe alter

On a smaller scale,
offers the Multi-Cultur i
Halloween celebration i
Thursday, Oct. t l . I'he

[•uosts will In' treated to a
{allowcen customs from
hroughout the world.

SJPERSTIT!Q\

Freakshow Deluxe
J . Sideshow are S-t.
i? and shows are done
g"
10 and ! I p.m.
Q
fearfest at kings
Island is a slightly
Various haunted attractions promore upscale version
vide thrills and chills to particiof a typical haunted
pants at Kings Island's Fearfest.
house. With a bigger
budget, a slightly higher tickBy Krystle Barger
et i ost and the perfect backFeatures Editor
drop ol a theme park,
Fo.
rfest tops VVSI' students'
Dayton is chock lull ol
lists on where to go for
haunted houses, trails and
Halloween.
haunted hospitals. Some are
Fearfest boasts six hauntnoteworthy, wliilv others tail
ed attractions, eight rides,
to evoke oven the slightest
including Dropzono and varishiver of fear.
ous roller coasters, as well as
For an experience that is
WEBN's Celebrity Slaughter.
both entertaining unci terriOne of the best attractions
fying but also supports a
featured is the Circus of
worthy cause, head to the
Horrors. It's a unique 3-D
Psycho Path. The Psycho
journey
that challenges one's
Path is just east of Xenia in
perception and sanity, it's
the Caesar's lord Park, home
difficult to not be frightened,
of 'he outdoor drama, Blue

\

Jacket.
The Psycho Path kicked
off its 13th season by an
appearance from Ellen
Sandweiss, the star of the
cult horror filmfc'vi/Di'iid.
After an explosive opening,
Psycho Path has lived up to
its reputation of being one
ol the finest haunted trails
in the Dayton area.
The Psycho Path also features the Freakshow Deluxe
Sideshow, whii h proves to

I he P
amilv-i

THE ROAD TO RETIREMENT
MAY SEEM SMOOTH,
BUT IT'S LITTERED WITH TOLLS
Fees. Charges. Hidden costs. Over time these things can erode the retirement
savings you're working so hard to build. Contact us, a company known for keeping
costs low. It aint a free ride, but it's close.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

several times within the
Circus nl Horrors.
Another big-budget
attraction is the Curse of the
Crypt. It s .i claustrophobic
journey through catacombs
where a mummy lias seemingly been reincarnated. It's a
maze ol hallways as guests

Managing money for people
with other things to think about:

| RtnwMorr t IHSDMHK I M u n m r o w s t c o m a w i n e s i TWISTS i INYESTIKMT MUUSEMCNT
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HOMECOMING 2002 • October 25-26
Friday, Oct. 25
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m, Campus kick-off. Student
Union
Mocktails, banner contest, and more!
4-9 p.m., The Emerald City. Lot 20. Food, music,and
fun
for the entire family.
7p.m., Men's soccer vs. Detroit. Alumni Field.
Coronation of Homecoming King and Queen at halftime.

Saturday, Oct. 26
7:30 a.m., registration, 8:30a.m., Hit the bricks!
Homecoming 5K fun run/walk, wheel begins from
Alumni Field/Lot 20.
5-8 p.m., Annual Harley E. Flac < Battle of the
Greeks Step Show Competition. Medical Sciences
Auditorium.
8 p.m., "Ease on Down the Road" alumni/student
mixer. E163 Student Union.
9 p.m.- I.a.m., Step Show After Party. Student
Union Multipurpose Room.

UnWersii

For details, call 775-2620 • www.wright.edu/alumni/homenoming/
Following the soccer games Oct. 25, campus shuttle service will be extended until 10:00 p.m.

The Guan8M Wednesday. Oct 16, 2002

Sports

Wright State's Sports Source.

Hockey coming
to Wright State
By Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
This coming winter
the Dayton Bombers will not
be the only hockey team
playing games in the Nutter
Center. That is because
Wright State University will
have a team this year.
Many people haven't
heard about the team and
that is because the team will
iie in its first season of play
since its first and only season it was played back in
1984. They only played 4
games in '84 and nothing
was done to keep the club
.going after that.
Hockey will not be considered a varsity sport here
at Wright State and therefore
the team will compete as a
club team on campus.
The team will be coached by
Matt Madtes and Jason
Bouchard and they will play
against other colleges
The Dayton Bombers won't be the only team playing hockey in the Nutter Center this
throughout their rigorous 16
winter. Come check out WSU hockey! (See article for game times)
game season.
Photo by Justin Carman
The club will play
against the likes of
Wittenberg University, Ohio
Weslyan, Louisville, Dcnison,

Women's soccer earn a pair of ties
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
This past week the
Wright State women's soccer
team played two games
worth of stalemate soccer,
tying Detroit last Wednesday
and Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Friday.
Against Detroit, double
overtime couldn't settle this
affair as the game ended in a
1-1 tie.
Sophomore forward Kim
Chianese scored the Raiders
lone goal in the 22nd minute
as she headed. Sophomore
midfielder Kelly Kammer

and junior midfielder Becky
Belcher each shared the
assist on the goal.
Detroit tied the score in
the 81st minute.
The Raiders defense was
tested in overtime as Detroit
outshot Wright State 8-1 in
the extra period.
Last Friday night, the
Raiders battled the
Wisconsin-Green Bay Phoenix
to a scoreless 0-0 draw. It
was the first scoreless tie
Wright State had seen since
1998.
The Raiders record is
now 4-6-3 overall and 1-2-2
in league play.

Freshman Forward Jenny Tamme moves the ball.

Bowling Green, Toledo and
Jackson Community College
and will hold their home
matches at the Nutter
Center.
The team hopes to make
the inaugural season one
that helps build a lasting
program and if nothing else,
provide something different
for students to come watch
and even possibly participate in for years to come.
The season will start for
the club on Oct. 19, 2002,
which is this coming
Saturday. The game will
start at 7 p.m. at the Nutter
Center and admission will
be free.
The team will then come
back Sunday at noon to play
Bowling Green and that
game will also be held at the
Nutter Center and will offer
free admission. So if you
need something to do this
weekend and want to see
what this new club sport
has to offer, it could be a
great experience.
If anyone is interested in
additional info about the
club, you can check out
their info at
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/icehockey. Here you
will be able to find a club
roster, history about the
team and a complete season
schedule.
So if hockey is your
thing or you are just looking
for something to do you
should check it out, and see
what it is all about!

call
775-5539
to place your
ad i n
t h e guardian
today
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Weekly sports schedule 10/16-10/22

The latest
WSU
Sports .
News at...

W o m e n ' s Soccer
host Kent State Tuesday at 7 pm
Men's Soccer
host UIC Sunday at 2 pm

W o m e n ' s Tennis
at Louisville Invitational Friday and
Saturday
Golf
at Xavier Invitational Monday and Tuesday

Volleyball
host Cleveland State Friday at 7 pm
host Youngstown State Saturday at 7 pm

www.theguardianonline.Gom

S w i m m i n g & Divit.g (reason Opener)
at LSU Friday at 4 pm

Cross Country
at Pre-NCAA Nationals @ Terre Haute, IN
Saturday

www.theguardianonline.com

GO RAIDERS!

Behind the numbers
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

19...the number of Sacramento Kings that Shaquille O'Neal fired up
after telling members of the media that him and the Lakers aren't worried
about the Sacramento "Queens" getting in their way of a fourth consecutive NBA championship.
1 ...can of Chunky Soup upchucked by Philadelphia Eagles quarterback
Donovan McNabb after rushing with the ball continuously last week
against the Texans..."Chunky Soup!!"
37...After Terrell Owens' 37-yard touchdown on Monday night he
reached in his sock, pulled out a Sharpie, put his signature on the football, and handed the football to Greg Eastman, his financial advisor sitting in the first row...next week, Owens' opponents look to put their signature in between the "8" and the "1" on Owens jersey after Monday
nights cocky antics.

NOT A L _ AIR TO
S T U & O J T S PLY PLAfJ
GrrTI,JG7H£j»tO
TME A M f O R C C I f i T H R l i X SAJOD?

4-3...the score of Wright State's first club hocky game back in 1984.
The club lost the game to Dayton, but after losing they stressed the fact
that at least they had jerseys (because UD didn't)...Well at least they
looked fashionable in the loss.
I.JJI.U! J *

:w j>K ; U /V
\utusit/>jJy:y

Share

^vr"

a friend

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

fefeit"'1'' US.UHPOHC*

ROT-C

AF aCTTC.COM
l-3S-S-^23-7SS£

11,6

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Ccnterville Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459

call
775-5639
to place your
ad i n
the guardian
today
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Volleyball team Struggling with Horizon Games
By Justin Ross
Staff W r i t e r
After catching a lot of
attention on the national
scene, the Wright State volleyball team has had a little
bit of trouble with their local
Horizon League opponents.
The Raiders fell to just 23 in the Horizon League
after falling in five games to
rival Butler Bulldogs, who
are also 2-3 in the league.
"I think we are just on a
bad streak." said Mandy Gels,
a senior from St. Henry high
school. "We just have to get
back to playing as well as we
can. We have to figure out
how to play comfortably

with all the new players."
The Raiders played
catch-up all Friday night, losing game one 30-22, tying
the series in game two, 21 30, to fall behind again after
game three 30-23.
The Raiders brought the
series to game five after winning game four 28-30, but
the Bulldogs didn't let go in
the last rally style game, winning 15-10.
Junior o.'tside hitter
Tricia Naseman had a double-double on the night,
cleaning up with 25 kills and
19 digs. Sophomore
McKenzie Tiffin had an
impressive 20 digs for the
green and gold.

Despite the recent struggles, Gels says their goals are
not any different. "We
not where we thought we
would be, but our main goal
is still to win the (Horizon)
tournament. If we lose all
our games now, it would be
worth it if we could win the
tournament," said Gels, who
had 57 assists and 16 digs.
WSU returns to play this
weekend, Oct. 18 and 19.
They host Cleveland State on
Friday, and then Youngstown
State on Saturday, both in
the evening at 7 p.m. They
will serve as the Raiders last
home games until Nov. 1.

Men's soccer spiit in Wisconsin
8y M a t t Koehler
Sports Editor
The men's soccer team
traveled to Wisconsin last
weekend to take on
Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The
team managed to earn al-0
victory over Green Bay, however Milwaukee made easy
work of the Raiders, winning
5-0.
Junior forward Ricky
Strong netted the lone goal
for the Raiders in the game.
As it turned out, the goal
was all Wright State needed
to defeat the Phoenix of
Green Bay. For Strong, it was
his eighth goal of the season
and his third game-winning
goal.

Nexus
"Connection"
Submissions due
November 6th
For more details about
submitting call
775-5533.
visit W0165tuder; Union
or email
nexus_magazine@
hotmail.com

The goal came in the
68th minute when sopho
more midfielder Troy
Azuogu served a long pass
to Strong who finished.
It was the Raiders second
league win on the season.
The Raiders met their match
on Sunday a s they visited
the nationally ranked
Panthers of WisconsinMilwaukee.
The powers of cheese
were witn the 17th ranked
Panthers as they defeated
the Raiders convincingly by
a score of 5-0.
It was the Raiders fourth
game this season in which
they have been sutout.
The Panthers were
"knocking on the door" all
day long as they accumulat-

ed 18 shots, scoring on five
of those. The Raiders on the
other hand, were held to a
minimal five shots on goal.
The Raiders return home
with a 5-8-1 record, including 2-2 hi league play.
The Raiders look to gain
momentum going into the
Horizon League tournament
as they finish out their regular season schedule with
four consecutive home
games at Alumni Field.
"We can still finish in the
lop three in the conference.
We can win these four
games," said junior Ryan
Azuogu.
The UIC Flames come to
town next Sunday for a
2p.m. kick off.

ATTENTION:
All Club Sports!
Want to be in The Guardian sports section?
Here's how... send all results and stories tq

guardiansports@yahoo.com
Setters Sports & Lounge
Costume Party! Friday, (kt. 25. Cash Prizes!
Karoke, Food, Pool Tournament,
ABSOLUTELY FREE! w/CoHegel.D.

Kelly Skaro hits the ball.

Photo by Justin Carmon

www.theguardiononline.com
ALL STUDENTS FALL EXPANSION
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist.

$14.15
G U A R A N T E E D

"BASE-APPT.

•. i
, -in,
r
CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 4 3 6 - 3 5 8 0

JQ

Visit www.workforstudents.qom/

v

j M a p l c View
Apartment*

TIRE1> O F T H E D O R M S ?
Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!
S t a r t i n g at o n l y $ 2 5 0 p e r r o o m m a t e
for a
2 B e d r o o m Apt.

Act now to receive great move in specials!!
BRINC; I I //> AD IS' A \l > GET EXTRA SI'EC 'IA I. SA \ INI '•>"

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL ON THE BIG SCREEN
WEEKDAYS: 2-6PM $ 1 - 12oz DRAFTS
PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE ON SATURDAYS
Open Dally at 2pm. Closed Sunday. • Pool tables and
dart boards • 6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

937-878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Wright State's #1 Choice!

Call lor more info: 2?8-22§5-« 1008 Gateway Or., Dayton

r
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Raider Profile

Nexus

Tricia Naseman

"Connection"

Junior, outside hitter, volleyball
High School: St.Henry, OH
Favorite movie: Saving
Silverman

Birthday: 2/28/82
Major/Minor:
Elen.entary Education

Favorite TV show:
Dawson's Creek

Why you chose WSU:
to play volleyball
Favorite sport other
than volleyball: basketball

Favorite musician:
Kenny Chesney
Favorite song: country
songs in general

Favorite player in your
sport: Logan Tom

Favorite food:
Spaghetti

Favorite athlete:
Michael Jordan

Favorite drink: Sunkist

Favorite sports team:
Cleveland Browns
Favorite
arena/field/course: the
Nutter center

Favorite restaurant:
Olive Garden
Favorite ice cream flavor: Strawberry
Best book you've read:
N/A

Favorite actor: Ben
Affleck

Hobbies: volleyball

Favorite actress:
Cameron Diaz

Pet peeve: when people
don't iisten

Most memorable
moment in your sport:
When we beat nationally ranked Michigan
State this season.

Help People

Gain the skils lo assist your patients to achieve
and maintar a healthy M«styte

Income

Earn a substantial sa»ary commensurate with your
position as a Doctor of Chiropractic

Be Your Own B o s s

Most Doctors ot Cfuropracfic are *1 private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week

We accept poetry, short stories, flash
fiction, memdjrs, drawings, photography, prints and paintings.
For more details about
submitting call
775-5533.
visit W016 Student Union
or email
nexus_magazine @
hotmail.com

Most embarrassing
moment in your sport:
When I hit Smerz in the
head with a jump serve
during the Dayton
game.
Part of your game that
needs improvement:
My service receive
Best part of your
game: Attacking
Lifetime goals/dreams:
To be a teacher.
Where do you see
yourself in ten years:
Teaching and married
with kids.

Change the World of Healthcare....Become a

D o c t o r of

submissions due
^Igvember 6th

Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adoptions. Choose and meet
adoptive parents. Services
are free to birth parents
1-800-643-3356
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com
UPCOMING GRADS
Interested in having a former recruiter offer you
insider guidance with
your job search, as well
as skills practice and
improvement?
How about having 5
Human Resources professionals review your
resume? Explore
www.in tervie wingedge
.com 1-888-291-7193

WANTED: Amateur/
Homemade Controtionist
Videos. Paying Big SSS.
Send sample video to:
Liberty, P.O. Box 31, King
George, VA 22485
I have had fifteen years of
experience as a personall
attendant. I have worked
with quadralegics, paraplegias, cerebral palsyplus other disabilities.
Please call Charles at
(937) 253-3836 or email
me,
charlesN KIN G@yahoo.com
Cash lor CD's DVD's
Videos, Play station,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box. and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
Time Around. 1133
Brown Street (near U.D.)
228-6399

Become a Doctor

Prestige respect arv) expanded leadership
opportunities are ava>ia&'e as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
Cad Logan CcJtoge of Chiropractic loday to
change the worfd of healthcare1

•m
I j O P d f l
~
^
Collcgr*ef*C hlropractk
a t

Cover
Meals

Parly
^IP Parlies
HappyJ l l o u r v

1-800-533-9210
www.IOflan.edu
io9anadm@iogan.edu
*
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Classifieds
Sprkic Break
Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS Americas # 1
Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free.
Informat ion/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted'
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummers.com
SPRING BREAK '03 with
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida!
REPS WANTED! Travel
free and earn cash! Call 1800-293-1445 ore-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break 2003 for Free! Call
us now at 1-800-795-4786
or email: sales@suncoastvacations.com!

***ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE.
Reps needed, EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6+. 1 888-THINK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreak
discounts.com
Participants needed for
auditory research project.
Must be U.S. citizen;
between 18-45 years of
age; normal hearing; and
meet height, weight
criteria. Close to WSU.
SlO/hr. Call Judy at 2553432 between 8 am and 5
pm, Monday through
Friday.
SPRING BREAK 2003 is
now sponsored by Student
Express! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Florida,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIR
ING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site
Staff. Contact
www.studentexpress.com
or 1-800-787-3787 for
details.

#1 Spring Break
Early Spring Break
Specials! Cancun & Jamaica Free trips, Drinks/Meals,
From S429! Free Breakfast, Lowest Prices, Parties
w/MTV/Jerry Springer
Dinners & Drinks! Award
Featured, w/MSNBC/Travel
Winning Company! Group
Channel, Better than ever!!
Leaders Free! Florida
www.sunsplashtours.com
Vacations from SI49!
1-800-426-7710
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
!WSU Spring Break... ARE
Early Specials! Spring
YOU GOING? Then GO
DIRECT! Guaranteed
Break Bahamas PartyLOWEST price, FREE
Cruise! 5 Days S299!
Includes Meals, Parties!
Drinks/Meals/Insurance!
Campus REPS WANTED!
Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs Florida!
ZERO customer comGet a Group And Go Free!! plaints! 1-800-367-1252
springbreaktravel.com
www.springDIRECT.com
1-800-678-6386

Bnptoyment
Sl.OOO's WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for
S2.00 each plus great
bonuses. Work f/t or p/t.
Make at east S800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience neccissary
start right away. For free
details, send stamp to: N190, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles. CA 90025
S14.15 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
wwM.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580
Looking for mature
responsible student to
babysit, infant triplets
one to two days a week.
Flexible hours, must have
3 references. For interview, caU 433-7346
Growing television production company looking
for a junior, senior, or
graduate student to assist
part-time with TV commercial sales/marketing
position or accounting
position. Reliable t ransportation, computer skills,
and a good attitude are
essential. Pay varies based
on experience. Call 2267018 or fax resume and
cover letter to 226-0408
Explosive Growth!
Prepaid Gas Cards. Go to
my website, www.gasstation.gasupusa.com Then
call me at 718-0155, 2280299

Youth Choir Director
Ministry: Part-time position working with
choir(Grades -12) at
Centervillc nited
Methodist Chur ch. Great
job for music majors.
Wednesday ever ing
rehersal, Sunday morning
worship service and same
special music events. A
summer one week local or
multi-state tour is a possibility next year. Lots of
support from the church.
Looking for a good team
player, a strong leader,
and someone who can
contribute to our contemporary music ministry.
Send resume and references to CUMC 63 E.
Franklin St., Centerville,
OH 45459, Attn SPRC. EOE
Growing Profession.
Work in the Beavercreek
Sam's Clubs store (located
walking distance from
Wright State) demonstrating our newest division.
Each Ohio Energy employee must be a mature individual with a strong
charismatic, outgoing personality. Talented talkers
average SI5.23 per hour
(S31,678 per year). During
your training we will
develop you for a rapid
advancement within our
organization. Intrigued by
sales? Call Andi at
(614)291 - 5400ext. 1260
Active duty military mother seeking childcare in my
home in Page Manor. 3-4
Days/week. Hours vary:
2pm-7pm & 7pm-7am and
occassional weekends.
Please call Erika at
(937)657-0365 for more
info.
Student needed to work
part time with a nine year
old autistic child in our
Beavercreek home.
Starting pay S8 per hour.
Call Kathleen 426-2973

FOP Sale
For Sale 94 Hyundai Excel
2-door with 89,500 miles.
Light blue color, runs
good. Good condition.
New transmission ®
50,000, new front brakes
o 79,000. True market
value at SI,008, selling for
only $950 (937) 879-1783
Ask for Ryan
For sale: Single-size
waterbed, w/ headboard,
padded rails, one sheetset; cherry wood student
desk w/ hutch; CD- rack;
two small book shelves.
Prices negotiable.
Contact Ken or Jeanette
at 878-8091.
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Group*Earn $1 OOOS2 000 this sP«ies!e'
wiiri a pi oven
jndMisi?i
Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
'"'Fundraising dales are 'illing
quickly, so gel wish the program1
ll works Coniact
*CampusFundraisei at
(888)923-3238 or visit
wwwi.campuslundraiser com

APT FOR RENT:
Kettering - 1&2 Bedrooms
Appliances,
Air Conditioned. No Pets.
S425 - S475 Quiet
Country Setting In-Town
Properties 937 236-RENT
APT FOR RENT:
2036 Wayne Ave, -2
Bedroom FREE HEAT, Air
Conditioned. No Pets.
S425.00 In-Town
Properties 937 236-RENT
Roommate needed to
share a 2-bedroom apartment at Emerald Lakes.
S360/mo. own bedroom,
bathroom and walk-in
closet. Close to campus.
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2002 Homecoming Candidates
Aunja-Leis N.
Bishop
Senior
NRHH

t

Heather Autumn
Hickey
Senior
Rho Lambda
Cecelia Houser
Freshman
Lambda Union

Stephanie Lung
Senior
The Guardian
Alecia Jarvis
Junior
Classics Club
iJndsay Schoen
Senior
Student
Government

Jennifer Schnipke
Junior
Zeta Tau Alpha
Michelle Shiveley
Senior
RCA
Kara Sheridan
Senior
Campus
Recreation Lissa
Stapleton
Senior
Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority,

Ylttiversi
Katie Stump
Senior
WSU Rugby Club

Co-ed Recreation
Volieybai!
Lindsay V'aithali
Junior
Student
Government
Shannon Wilson
Senior
Panhellenic
Council
Jeannette
Wyckoff
Junior
Women's Rugby
Football Club
Joshua N.

Frank! M<
Goveifunent
Commuter
Student
" Asspclatibn
Tom Hale
Sophomore
WWSU

Ben Mack
Sophmore
RCA
Joshua Mooya
Senior
The Black
Student Union
Zai Jenya
Senior
Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc.
Chris Myers
Senior
Student
Government
Tejdeep Singh
Rattan
;
Graduate Stuc
Asian Stud§
Associate

.
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